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MERIDIAN CELEBRATES TRIPLE WIN DURING CEDIA EXPO 2023 WEEK 

Having spent the week in Denver at CEDIA Expo 2023, we have returned to our HQ in the UK having secured 

three industry award wins for our groundbreaking DSP9 Digital Active Loudspeaker. The DSP9 stood out in a 

competitive field to earn a CEDIA Awards for Best Hardware, a Residential Tech Today Innovation Award, and 

a CE Pro Product Award. 

 

CEDIA Awards Best Hardware 

Judged by a distinguished group of industry professionals, the CEDIA Awards Best Hardware category 

recognises exceptional novel hardware products from manufacturing companies. The DSP9’s design, 

functionality, and overall contribution to the residential technology industry impressed the judges.  

 

Residential Tech Today Innovation Award 

The Residential Tech Today Innovation Award honours products for going above and beyond as solutions for 

every-day tech home, challenges and for helping serve the comfort and lifestyle wants and needs of 

homeowners. This award showcases our commitment to innovation and our dedication to providing 

customers with unparalleled audio experiences. 

 

CE Pro Product Awards 

The CE Pro Product Awards is a symbol of excellence in the custom electronics industry, and our DSP9 was 

hailed as a standout product in this category. The DSP9's ability to seamlessly integrate into custom 

electronics installations while delivering uncompromising audio quality made it a top choice for industry 

professionals. 

 

The DSP9 Digital Active Loudspeaker is a masterpiece of product design and audio engineering, technology, 

and performance. The loudspeaker features a brand-new and iconic cabinet aesthetic that showcases a new 

design signature for the company, and produces outstanding fidelity, dynamics and power for cinemas and 

listening rooms. 

 

To experience the Meridian DSP9, book a visit to the Meridian HQ to meet the team and see this award-

winning product for yourself.  

 

www.meridian-audio.com  

http://www.meridian-audio.com/
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Meridian Audio Contacts: 

For further information, please contact: Katy Bradshaw at katy.bradshaw@meridian.co.uk  

 

PR Contacts: 

 

Please contact: Shereen Russell at Wildwood Plus 

Shereen.russell@wildwoodplus.com  

 

ABOUT MERIDIAN AUDIO 

Meridian, the award-winning British technology audio pioneer and innovator, has been creating 

innovative audio technologies and elegant, high performance audio products since 1977. 

Meridian’s ambition is to enable people to listen, enjoy and fall in love with their music and movies 

wherever they are, and its renowned sound philosophy can be applied in all listening environments. 

 

From the flagship DSP loudspeakers with integrated amplification, to discreet and powerful in-wall 

loudspeakers, Meridian engineers design easy to install, high resolution audio systems for 

astonishing residences and super yachts. Meridian’s products are sold by custom integrators and 

audio specialists in more than 80 countries worldwide. 

 

Many of the world’s most ambitious brands trust Meridian to support their audio system design. 

Customers include British Airways, Human Horizons, LG Electronics, Jaguar Land Rover and Kia. 

These partnerships enable millions of consumers around the world to experience Meridian sound 

throughout their homes, and in automotive, marine and airline settings. Learn more at 

www.meridian-audio.com. 

 

Follow Meridian on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube @MeridianAudio. 
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